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I am a graduate of the University of New Brunswick and a member of the University's
Board of Governors.

On September 14, 2007, our provincial government's Commission on Post-Secondary
Education in New Brunswick, released its final Report. The Report recommends that the
University of New Brunswick in Saint John be replaced by sornething called a
"polyechnic". The fbllowing expresses my own personal views on this critically
important Community matter.

For myself, and undoubtedly for the overwhelming majority of citizens in Greater Saint
John, it is absolutely and totally incomprehensible that after 45 years of tremendous
effort and dedication in this Community to build and create what we have today at
UNBSJ, we could find it being dismantled, destroyed and torn away from us (or
perhaps, as far more eloquently referred to by Commissioner L'Ecuyer, at page 6 of the
Commissioners' Report: "to sever the organic ties that bind the Saint John campus to the
University of New Brunswick...").

When you think back and remember the basic reason that UNBSJ was created in the first
place in the 1960's. how in the world could we even begin to consider turning our backs
on the university degree aspirations of those in our Community who, fbr hnancial
reasons, would have absolutely no hope whatsoever of otherwise obtaining a university
degree. if LINBSJ ceased to exist.

There is absolutely no doubt whatsoevero that this recommendation to dismantle,
destroy and terminate the existence of UNBSJ, is not supported by an overwhelming
majority of the citizens of Oreater Saint John.

After reading and re-reading the Commissioners' Report a number of times, I find the
Commissioners' attempts to provide a compelling and convincing case that supports their
recommendation to terminate LINBSJ, to be so glaringly deficient and lacking, that I
could not for a moment even begin to imagine that this Report could ever or should ever,
be relied upon by our provincial government, as the basis on which such a serious
decision could be made.

The Commissioners' Report is professionally inadequateo in that it entirely fails to
provide any compelling, in-depth consideration, discussion, debate or balanced



2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

analysis (including appropriate ref'erences to supporting research data) of the critically
important issues. that are absolutely necessary in order for one to have a complete and
adequate understanding of this entire matter. including consequences. The following
highlights at least some of these fundamental and required considerations that are
no where to be found in the Commissioners' Report:

1) An in-depth description of the ways in which the Commissioners believe that
LINBSJ has so miserably failed, and will continue to fail, to meet the educational
needs and aspirations of the citizens of this Community, tlrat it is deserving of
extinction:

The educational consequences for those in our Community who would not be able to
afford to attend university, other than in Saint John, as well as the estimated number
and demographics of those citizens who are projected to fall into this category;

The anticipated impact that the demise of UNBS.I would have on the number of
students that would otherwise come from elsewhere in North America to live in
Saint John, attend TJNBSJ and possibly work in Saint John following graduation;

1'he anticipated impact that the demise of UNBSJ would have on the number and
demographics of international students that would otherwise come to Saint John for
their university education and possibly work in Saint John fbllowing graduation;

The anticipated impact that the demise of TINBSJ would have on the immigration,
growth and investment strategies of Greater Saint John and the province as a whole;

An in-depth description of the history, nature and experience of all polytechnics that
are presently, or have in the past, been located in Canada, as well some of the others
that are located elsewhere in the world:

An in-depth description and profile of the communities where polytechnics are, or
have been developed in Canada, and which would inclurde:

a) a comprehensive consideration and analysis of the extent to which these
communities. and their experiences, are comparable to Saint John (ie.
population, comnunity characteristics - urban, rural, key economic
drivers, poverty rates, education participation rates, nature and description
of the work fbrce, etc.);

a comprehensive analysis and description of other post secondary
educational institutions that are located in those communities, and their
inter-relationship, if any, with polyechnics; and

examples of the experiences and consequences in other communities
where universities have been extinguished, and replaced by polytechnics.

b)

c)
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A clear. comprehensive, in-depth description and discussion of how the polytechnic
that is proposed for Saint John, would differ from an expanded and enhanced New
Brunswick Community College that could, and should. be developed in Saint John;

Reasons why the Commissioners believe that our community colleges are inferior to
the proposed polytechnics (otherwise, they would obviously be recommending
continuation of an enhanced and expanded community college in Saint John);

Reasons why the Commissioners believe that an expanded and enhanced community
college (which could operate and be governed independently fiom the provincial
Department of Post-Secondary Education. Training and Labour, be co-located with
LTNBSJ at Tucker Park and be assisted by and work co-operatively with TINBSJ in
areas of teaching, back-office administration, facilities. etc.), would not be the
correct solution for our Community (and that is exactly what was proposed to the
Commissioners, in written submissions made by I.JNB President, John Mclaughlin
and NBCC Saint John Principal, Peter McGill); and

A detailed description and analysis of Saint John's present and projected skilled
labour force needs (including projected labour shortages) which the Commissioners
obviously believe can only be addressed by dismantling UNBSJ and NBCC Saint
John and replacing them with a polytechnic (including types and nature of potential
employment positions, anticipated employment numbers by job description,
anticipated duration of each particular type of employment ie. construction phase vs
permament, etc).

When you stand back a bit fiom the details of the Commissioners' Report. and consider
what our City and Province could look like in terms of post-secondary education if these
polytechnic recommendations were to be implemented, the end result would be riddled
with contradictions, inconsistencies and significant inequities:

Although considered by the Commissioners to be deficient and inadequate fbr the
purposes of proper post-secondary education in Saint John, community colleges
would continue to exist and be encouraged to grow in Fredericton, Woodstock,
Dieppe, Moncton and Miramchi;

Despite the "business buzz-word references" in the Report to the need fbr improved
efficiencies, rationalization and more eff-ective use of post-secondary educational
assets and effective utilization of the limited educational funding that is available in
this province, the Commissioners have provided no discussion, analysis or
recommendations whatsoever, regarding:

a) the anticipated future role and growth of community colleges in this
province and in particular, as this relates to, and would be impacted by, the
introduction of polytechnics;

I  l )

1)
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the appropriateness of our provincial government's announced intention to
build another community college in Fredericton;

whether or not the Saint John polytechnic option was or should be
considered as a community college/university option in Fredericton;

whether or not the Saint John polytechnic option was or should be
considered as a community college/ university option in Moncton; and

the merits, if any, of merging St. Thomas University with UNB (obviously
any suggestion of this nature would be met with predictable public
opposition and uproar - this type of predictable concern however, was
clearly anticipated and referenced in the Commissioners' Report in
regards to Saint John, but even realizing that, the Commissioners
apparently remain undeterred in their determination to dismantle and close
TINBSJ):

Fredericton, Moncton and Saint John will continue to be the largest urban centers in
the Province, however, from the perspective of potential students, the breadth, scope
and appeal of Saint John's educational offerings would be considerably more
restricted and limiting:

' Fredericton will be able to offer two well-established universities and
three community colleges,

I Greater Moncton will continue to have one well-established universitv and
two community colleges, and

I Greater Saint John on the other hand, would have no universities or
community colleges, but rather something called a polytechnic, whose
primary focus (in terms of meeting market demands for the greatest
number of trained, skilled workers) would undoubtedly be the local
energy-hub industries.

Despite being the largest urban center in New Brunswick, the Commissioners chose
to recommend a polytechnic for Saint John, along with two other highly respected
New Brunswick communities that are however, strikingly dissimilar to Saint John:

r Shippagan, with an approximate population of 2,800, and University of
Moncton branch enrollment of 460;

. Edmunston, with an approximate population of 17,000, and U of M branch
enrollment of 520: and

. Greater Saint John, with an approximate population of 122,000 and
LTNBSJ enrollment of 3.000.

b)

c)
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5) The following student enrollment comparisons highlight even further, the
educational inequity that would be suftbred by Saint John, if our provincial
government was to terminate and close UNBSJ:

.  UPEI -  4,100

. Acadia - 3,800

. UNBSJ - 3,000
r St. Thomas - 2,700
. Mount Allison -2.300

And even these comparisons do not reflect the fact that UNBSJ is not a "stand-alone"
institution like the others listed, but rather is an integral part of the entire University
of New Brunswick, which has an approximate total enrollment of 12,000 students.

When you stop to think about all of this, and in particular, the negative implications that
the closure of UNBSJ would have for not only Saint John, but also IINB Fredericton (the
Saint John polytechnic recommendation would bring to an end. UNB's status as New
Brunswick's only national comprehensive university), you have to wonder - Where did
all of this come from? And how in the world could we have ever gotten to the point.
apparently in the name of progress, that the dismantling and destruction of UNBSJ is
actually being discussed and considered by the Graham government?

And this becomes even more troubling when you consider that our Community and the
Govemors of UNB do recognize, and undoubtedly support. the immediate need for
dramatic improvements in the quality. scope. and student accessibility to skilled labour
force training in Saint John. This is particularly so at this time when our
Community, UNBSJ and NBCC Saint John are working together co-operatively to
actually achieve this:

. IINB supports NBCC Saint John becoming an independent institution and
continuing to be publicly funded by the provincial government;

. discussions are well under way about co-locating a new Saint John
Community College on the LTNBSJ campus at Tucker Park; and

. this co-location would enable LINBS.I and NBCC Saint John to share their
respective systems and resources (including lbcilities, administration,
student services. security, etc), provide their students with a broader range
of educational opportunities, and at the same time, provide opportunities
for cross-appointments of teaching and research staff as between UNBSJ,
NBCC Saint John. Dalhousie University and the Saint John Regional
Hospital (through Atlantic Health Sciences Corporation).



I believe that two of the most significant factors behind this ill-conceived
recommendation to terminate the existence of UNBSJ and replace it with a
polytechnic, are as follows:

(l) Because of the limited financial resources that are presently available for the
development and maintenance of post-secondary education facilities in this
province. there are those who believe that the level of government funding that will
be provided. will not be suffrcient to enable educational opportunities at UNBSJ, as
well as skilled labour force training at NBCC Saint John, to flourish and grow at the
same time - "something" has to give, and the Commissioners' polytechnic
recommendation effectively means that "something", is the continued existence of
the University of New Brunswick in Saint John.

The solution to this, of course, is obvious - our provincial government must be
prepared to make some difficult decisions, realign its priorities, and make
significant financial investments in both UNBSJ and NBCC Saint John.

(2) The Mayors and Councilors of Greater Saint John, with strong encouragement and
support from Community local business organizations (including Enterprise Saint
John and the Saint John Board of Trade), provided lbrmal approval and
endorsement of the "True Growth" economic strategic plan for this region.

In January, 2007, the Mayors of the five municipalities of Greater Saint John (as
announced publicly by Saint John Mayor, Norm McFarlane), created and mandated
a Task Force to provide them with a possible new course for post-secondary
education in the Greater Saint John area. It was also announced at the time that the
resulting Report from this Task Force would be available by the end of Aprrl,2007 .

One of the most significant recommendations contained in this Task Force Report
was that centers of excellence should be created in Saint John and be based in a new
entity located in Tucker Park, that would be called the "Knowledge and
Technolory Institute". The Report stated that this Institute would result from the
merger of UNBSJ and NBCC Saint John. One of the Task Force recommendations
found at page 26 of this Report states: "The Knowledge & Technology lnstitute is
focused on Saint John economic growth that will benefit the private sector."
Similarly, atpage 4 of this Report: "Recognize that post-secondary education is not
a community development tool but an economic engine that must be market
driven."

Although the Task Force had been mandated to undertake its work by the Mayors of
Greater Saint John, it did not subsequently request or receive fbrmal sanction and
approval of its recommendations from the Mayors and Councils of the five
municipalifies of Greater Saint John.



The Task Force's Report, including the recommendation that called for the creation
of a new entity that would result from the merger of UNBSJ and NBCC Saint John,
was presented on behalf of the Task Force to the province's Post-Secondary
Education Commission. A copy of the Commission's final Report, together with
all of the briefs and submissions that it received, can be found on-line at
'www.gn b.calcpse-ceps".

Undoubtedly, the opinions and recommendations that are contained in this Task
Report (which of course. was mandated by the Mayors of Greater Saint John and
presented to the PSE Commission by a task force referred to as the "Saint John True
Growth Post- Secondary Education Task Force"), were obviously received and
considered by the Commission as a very persuasive indicator of the views and
opinions of the citizens and the elected municipal officials of Greater Saint.lohn, on
this extremely important Community issue.

More specifically, the Task Force recommendation that a "Knowledge and
Technology Institute" be created fiom a merger of TINBSJ and NBCC Saint John
and be located in Tucker Park, was undoubtedly a significant factor that influenced
the Commissioners in making their recommendation to create a polytechnic from
the ashes of IINBSJ.

In this regard, and with particular reference to the anticipated challenges that the
provincial government would face in introducing polytechnics to this province, the
Commissioners stated atpage l9 of their Report: o'Yet, we firmly believe that there
is a genuine willingness in key communities within the province to move in this
direction...".

If not clearly and forcefully contradicted by the Mayors and Councils of the
municipalities of Greater Saint John, this particular Task Force
recommendation could pave the way for the Graham government to decide to
pull the plug on UNBSJ. Without a doubto the overwhelming majority of the
citizens of this Community do not support this recommendation and
conclusion.

Since the time of the release of the Commissioners' Report, comments have
appeared in the media to the effect that the current uproar that is occurring in Saint
John. is actually the result of a big misunderstanding. and if for some reason people
are upset with the recommendation to terminate LINBSJ and replace it with
something called a "polytechnic" - no problem - we'll simply call it a "university"
- that should do it!

With all due respect. to even suggest such a thing, indicates a serious lack of
understanding and appreciation of this Community, and more to the point, why our
citizens have such passion, conviction and pride in their feelings for UNBSJ, and
the vital role it plays in the educational, social, cultural and economic fabric of this
Community. Do not misrepresent or confuse "passion, conviction and pride",



with behavior that has try some, been described as purely emotional and
irrational!

Citizens and elected municipal officials of Greater Snint John must
immediately, and in no uncertain terms, convey directly to thc elected rnembers
of the Graham govcrnment, their own personal opinions and expectations on
this critically important Communify matter!

] 'HE EXISTENCE OF THE TJNIVEIISITY OF NEW BRUNSWIC-K IN
SAINT JOFIN IS AT ST'AKE:

WE CANNOT ALLOW IT TO BB TAKEN AWAY FROM IIS!


